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PURPOSE
 MyPath is an online learning intervention program for 

middle and high school students that offers data-
driven differentiated instruction in math and ELA. The 
skills and concepts range from grade 3 to 11 and allows 
educators to step in and catch up struggling students. 



LOGIN PAGE 

Website URL: https://auth.edgenuity.com/Login/Login/Student

https://auth.edgenuity.com/Login/Login/Student


HOME PAGE

Student MyPath course 

PRE-TEST VIEW

This will allow you to test 
out of certain content if 

your score is high enough.



PRE-TEST 
QUESTION 

VIEW

To proceed to next question 
click next and when finished click 
submit

Highlighter and read aloud tool

Translator drop down menu

Glossary, notes and video 
transcription 



STUDENT 
COURSE 

MAP VIEW

Assignments for each unit are listed in order

When the icon is filled with the person that lets you know 
where you’re at. You aren’t allowed to skip around to 
different assignments. Notice that there is a pretest required 
icon before each assignment. This will allow you to test out of 
certain content if your score is high enough. 

All assignments for that current unit listed here

You receive 2 quiz attempts



STUDENT 
COURSE 

MAP VIEW

Example Notes

Progress Tracker

Progress Report

Blue = on track
Green = ahead
Red = behind

Clicking the pen & paper icon pulls 
up any notes taken from a lesson

Clicking the graph icon pulls up 
a progress tracker for the course

Clicking on course report opens a 
PDF of a detailed progress report for 
the course



STUDENT 
HELP 

RESOURCES

Clicking on the arrow with 
your name produces a drop 
down menu. Next click help 
center.

After clicking help center it 
will take you to another 
webpage that has a list of 
documents and video links
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